






Ethical Foundation of the
Blockchain Technology – an Introductory Inquiry
Abstract
This article briefly examines the blockchain technology, addresses the core ethical issues 
concerning its implementation, and considers its current and potential social role. During 
the research, virtue ethics revealed itself to be most compatible for understanding and de-





The blockchain  technology is  a  decentralised peer-to-peer1	 system	of	com-
puter	network	which	enables	a	direct	transfer	of	data	between	nodes,2 thereby 
eliminating	the	need	for	third	parties.3 All transactions that take place in such 
1   
Alex	 Tapscott,	 Don	 Tapscott,	 “A	 cautionary	
tale	 of	 the	 blockchain	 regulation”,	 para.	 6,	
in:	Alex	Tapscott,	Don	Tapscott,	The	Block-
chain	 Revolution,	 Brilliance	 Audio,	 2016	
[Microsoft	 Edge,	 EPUB	 format].	 Note	 that	
in this paper the term blockchain will be used 
in	 the	 particular	 sense	 of	 decentralised	 sys-
tem	 of	 peer-to-peer	 computer	 network	 with	
the	 distributed	 ledger.	 The	 entire	 section	 of	
this	paper	is	based	on	that	premise,	and	every	
subsection  holds  logical  implications  based  
on that premise (which mainly includes sub-
section	1.1.5.	on	how	the	blockchain	system	
operates).	As	of	2018,	there	is	a	constant	urge	
to	 enhance	 blockchain	 technology,	 and	 new	
concepts	of	blockchain	systems	continuously	
emerge.	For	example,	centralised	blockchain	
with  a  distributed  ledger  or  decentralised   
 
blockchain	with	 a	 limited	 ledger.	Therefore,	
it	 is	 possible	 that	 the	 chosen	model	 for	 this	
paper  is  not  the  optimal  operating  model.  




ing,	Birmingham	2018,	 p.	 10.	 For	 some	 ex-
amples,	 consider	Voatz	 for	 electronic	 voting	
(https://voatz.com/),	Everipedia,	a	blockchain	
encylopaedia  (https://everipedia.org/),	 Pax-
os  dedicated  to  brokering  solutions  (https://
www.paxos.com/),	 and	 Northern	 Block	 for	
supplying  solutions  (https://www.northern-
block.ca/products-supply-chain-provenance).
2	   








This paper is an updated and revised research 
based	 on	 the	 masters	 thesis	 “Ethical	 Foun-
dations	and	Moral	Challenges	of	Blockchain	






a system are  recorded in  the  distributed ledger4  and coded as  concatenated 
blocks,5 thus giving rise to the term blockchain technology. This technology 




ly	best	known	for	being	used	 to	 facilitate	cryptocurrency	 transactions.	The	
term blockchain	refers	to	four8	distinct	concepts:







gorithm and various cryptographic and security technologies which can 
be	used	to	ensure	integrity	in	a	purely	distributed	peer-to-peer	system,	
regardless	of	its	use.







presented  in  this  paper  is  based  on  the  permissionless blockchain  system.9 
When	discussing	the	blockchain	technology,	one	must	keep	in	mind	that	this	




likewise under constant consideration.





other system components.10 Blockchain technology is based on the decentral-
ised	system	as	a	tool	for	building	and	maintaining	trust and integrity. Integrity 
is	a	non-functional	aspect	of	a	system	with	the	purpose	of	gaining	security,	
completeness,	 consistency,	 accuracy	 and	 absence	 of	 errors	 and	 corruption.	
Trust is	faith,	within	a	specific	relationship,	in	reliability,	truthfulness	or	skills	
of	another	without	any	proof	or	 inquiry.	Trust	 is	given	beforehand	and	can	
increase or decrease according to the interaction.11
In	the	case	of	the	system	of	peer-to-peer	network	of	computers,	the	nodes	are	







without  the central  authority that  would give orders  on how this  should be 




I shall assume the worst possible scenario and say that we cannot have any 
trust or reliability in any node within the system whatsoever.  This problem 
had	arisen	before	conducting	this	study.	It	can	be	found	in	the	literature	under	
the  term problem of the Byzantine generals.12	To	 resolve	 these	 issues,	 one	
must	examine	the	technical	setup	of	blockchain technology. A solution to the 
problem	of	the	Byzantine	generals	has	been	offered,	and	it	lies	in	two	techno-
logical	components	of	blockchain	–	hash	value	and	cryptography.
1.3. The First Technological Component: Hash Value
Hash  values  are  produced  by  bits  and  bytes  that  constitute  data.  To  trans-




tions that are called cryptographic hash functions.	They	are	specific	because	
they	can	produce	a	kind	of	“digital	fingerprint”	for	any	input.14 A hash value 
4   
Ibid.,	 “How	 this	 worldwide	 ledger	 works”,	
para.	1–7	[Microsoft	Edge,	EPUB	format].
5	   
Daniel	 Drescher,	 The Blockchain Basics: 
A Non-Technical Introduction in 25 Steps,	
Apress,	 Frankfurt	 am	 Main	 2017,	 pp.	 111–
122.
6	   
Cf.	ibid.,	pp.	29–32.
7	   
Cf.	ibid.,	pp.	70–79,	93–101.
8	   
Cf.	ibid.,	pp.	34–35.
9   
Robert	Herian,	Regulating Blockchain,	Rout-
ledge,	New	York	2019,	p.	18.	Herian	mentions	
that	 there	 are	 permissioned,	 permisionsless	
and hybrid blockchain systems.
10	   
D.	Drescher,	The Blockchain Basics,	p.	11.
11   
For	the	term	trust	cf.	William	Mougayar,	Vita-
lik	Buterin,	“A	New	Trust	Layer”,	para.	1–10,	
in:	William	 Mougayar,	 Vitalik	 Buterin,	 The 
Business Blockchain: Promise, Practice, and 
Application of the Next Internet Technology,	
John	Wiley	 &	 Sons,	 Hoboken,	 New	 Jersey	
2016	 [Microsoft	 Edge,	 EPUB	 format];	 Paul	
Vigna,	 Michael	 J.	 Casey,	 “Bringing	 ‘Trus-
tless’	 Software	 to	 Communities	 of	 Trust”,	 
 
in:	Paul	Vigna,	Michael	 J.	Casey,	The  Truth  
Machine – the Blockchain and the Future of 
Everything,	 St.	 Martin’s	 Press,	 New	 York,	
2018	[Freda,	EPUB	format].
12	   
“Related	 computation	 challenge	 is	 so-called	
problem	 of	 the	Byzantine	 generals.”	 –	Mel-
anie	 Swan,	The Blockchain: Blueprint for a 
New Economy,	O’Reilly	Media,	 Inc.,	Sebas-
topol,	California	2015,	p.	2.
13	   
“Fixed	length	means	having	a	set	length	that	
never	 varies.	 In	 database	 systems,	 a	 field	
can	have	a	fixed	 or	a	variable	 length.	A	var-
iable-length	field	 is	one	whose	length	can	be	
different	 in	 each	 record,	 depending	 on	what	
data	 is	 stored	 in	 the	 field.	 The	 terms	 fixed	
length	and	variable	length	can	also	refer	to	the	
entire	record.”	–	Vangie	Beal,	“Fixed	length”,	
Webopedia.	 Available	 at:	 https://www.we-
bopedia.com/TERM/F/fixed_length.html 
(accessed	 on	 10	 September	 2020).	 Cf.	 Eric	
W. Weisstein,	 “Hash	 Function”,	MathWorld. 
Available	 at:	 http://mathworld.wolfram.com/
HashFunction.html	 (accessed	on	10	Septem-
ber	 2020).	 Cf.	 I.	 Bashir,	 Mastering Block-
chain,	p.	106.
14   









ble to predict hash values based on the input.15	To	simplify	–	if	we	try	to	gain	





to	the	specific	data.	This	process	is	called	hashing.16 Besides the term hashing,	









1.4. The Second Technological Component: Cryptography
Hash values protect the data in the blockchain technology with their technical 
characteristics.  It  could  be  stated  that  the  second  technological  component  
in	blockchain	serves	as	an	additional	safeguard	that	protects	the	data	and	the	













raphy is used in blockchain.	In	the	asymmetrical	cryptography,	the	same	key	
with which a certain text was created can never and under no circumstances 
be	used	for	decryption	of	previously	encrypted	data.	The	encrypted	data	 is	
also-called cyphertext. The two keys that we established exist in the domain 
of	the	asymmetrical	cryptography	are	called	private key and public key.18 The 
private	key	can	be	used	solely	by	the	owner,	while	the	public	key	is	provided	
to	everyone	for	potential	use.19	I	will	use	the	example	of	a	mailbox20 to make 
it easier to understand the problem.
Everyone	can	put	the	mail	into	the	mailbox,	but	only	the	owner,	with	his	own	
key,	can	unlock	the	mailbox	and	take	his	mail.	A	similar	principle	is	used	in 
blockchain  technology.  Anyone  within  the  system can  send  the  data  to  the  
owner	of	 a	 certain	node,	but	only	 the	owner	can	decrypt	 the	data	with	his	




cessfully	identify	the	users,	 i.e.	senders	and	receivers	of	certain	data	 in	 the	
blockchain	system	and	perform	the	data	exchange	between	them.	For	the	user	
to	receive	certain	data	within	the	decentralised	system	of	peer-to-peer	com-
puter network with established blockchain	technology,	it	is	sufficient	 that	he	
uses the private key and decrypts the data that had previously been encrypted 
by	the	sender	while	sending	them	to	the	system.	However,	to	be	able	to	send	
the	encrypted	data	to	the	system	in	the	first	place,	the	sender	must	authenticate	







can be traced through exactly this private key. Since it is actually about the 
hash	value	(that	is	also	unique),	we	can	clearly	and	precisely	determine	not	
only	which	data	was	sent	but	also	in	which	point	in	time.	When	any	user	puts	
their  digital  signature  on the  certain  data  that  they had intended to  send to  
another	node	in	the	system,	all	the	other	nodes	in	the	system	can	verify	that	
data.	All	the	other	nodes	detect	certain	data	in	the	system	by	the	principle	of	





that it is the unique	digital	signature	of	that	particular	user.
“Due	to	the	fact	that	cryptographic	hash	values	can	be	considered	digital	fingerprints,	 they	are	
unique	for	each	transaction.	A	constituting	property	of	public-private-key	cryptography	is	that	
cypher text created with one key can only be decrypted with the corresponding key. The associ-
ation	of	both	keys	is	unique.	Hence,	a	successful	decryption	of	cyphertext	with	a	specific	public	
key	serves	as	a	proof	that	it	was	created	with	the	corresponding	private	key.”21
15	   
D.	Drescher,	The Blockchain Basics,	p.	73.




17	   
“You	create	 the	 cryptographic	hash	value	of	
the data that are supposed to stay unchanged. 
When	 you	 need	 to	 verify	 whether	 the	 data	
were	 changed	at	 a	 later	 time,	you	create	 the	
cryptographic	 hash	 value	 of	 the	 data	 again.	
You  then  compare  the  newly  created  hash  










key  are  automatically  generated.  Bitcoin  is  
based	on	public-key	encryption,	meaning	that	
you	 can	 give	 out	 the	 public	 key	 freely	 but	
must	keep	the	private	key	to	yourself.”	–	M.	
Swan,	The Blockchain,	p.	3.
19   
“Doing	 some	 sort	 of	back	calculation	 to	de-
rive	 the	 private	 key	 from	 the	 public	 key	 is	
either	impossible	(…)	or	prohibitively	expen-
sive (tremendous computing power operating 
over a longer time than would be necessary to 
confirm	the	transaction).”	–	Ibid.,	p.	99.
20	   
D.	Drescher,	The Blockchain Basics,	pp.	99–
100.









message that a user wanted to send.
1.5. Data Structure in Blockchain











the blockchain-data-structure. The data in blockchain is structured as blocks 
connected	by	a	chain	(hence	the	name).	Every	block	consists	of	two	compo-









possible	to	alter	(immutability).26 This characteristic represents an additional 
safety	contribution	to blockchain technology.27	The	principle	of	data	immu-






data must enter into the data structure. To ensure that only valid transactions 






correctly	as	well	as	to	notice	and	denounce	errors	of	other	nodes.31 The system 
of	rewarding	the	nodes	for	adding	valid	blocks	is	the	most	important	feature	
of	an	open blockchain system.32 
Upon	adding	and	rewarding	the	nodes	within	the	blockchain	system,	complex	




suffices	 to	say	that	the	activity	of blockchain system in this particular sense 
can be called the blockchain algorithm.33  The algorithm represents  a  group 
of	symbols	and	a	general	process	of	systematically	solving	individual	tasks	
belonging	 to	 a	 specific	 class	 of	mathematical	 problems.	Hence,	 the	phrase	
“the	 blockchain	 algorithm”	will	 be	 used	 as	 a	 simplified	 description	 of	 the	
processes	that	lead	to	the	execution	of	the	blockchain	technology	functions.	
In	decentralised	blockchain	of	peer-to-peer	network	of	computers	with	a	dis-









22	   
In this particular case meaning end-users.
23	   
W.	Mougayar,	 V.	 Buterin,	 “Identity	 Owner-
ships	&	Representation”,	The Business Block-
chain	[Microsoft	Edge,	EPUB	format].	Own-
ership and our identity on the blockchain are 
two inseparable concepts.
24	   
D.	 Drescher,	 The Blockchain Basics,	 pp.	
132–133.
25	   
David	Gerard,	“The	blockchain”,	para.	5.,	in:	
David	Gerard,	Attack of the 50 Foot Block-
chain,	 Create	 space	 Independent,	 2017	 [Mi-
crosoft	Edge,	EPUB	format].
26	   
“Immutability	 means	 that	 something	 cannot	
be  changed.  Data  that  are  immutable  cannot  
be  changed  once  they  have  been  created  or  
written.	 For	 that	 reason,	 these	 data	 are	 al-
so-called	read-only	data.”	–	D.	Drescher,	The 
Blockchain Basics,	p.	137.
27	   
Especially	 taking	 into	 consideration	 the	 fact	
that	 the	decentralised	 system	of	peer-to-peer	
computer  network  is  always  ready  to  accept  
new	 nodes,	 hence	 to	 the	 blockchain	we	 can	
also	attribute	the	characteristic	of	transparen-
cy.
28	   
Ibid.,	p.	137.
29	   
Cf.	ibid.,	p.	142.	Addition	of	new	blocks	in	the	
system could be expensive depending on the 
difficulty	of	hash	puzzles:	“The	immutability	
of	 the	blockchain-dana	 structure	depends	on	







30	   
The	principle	of	 immutability	 relies	on	find-
ing the solution to hash puzzles. Solving hash 
puzzles	 usually	 demands	 an	 investment	 of	
great  computer  power.  In  every  blockchain  
there	 is	a	difficulty	 level	of	solving	the	hash	
puzzles.
31	   
Ibid.,	p.	155.




33	   
Cf.	R.	Wattenhofer,	The Science of the Block-
chain,	 Inverted	 Forest	 Publishing,	 2016.	Al-
most the entire book is imbued with the math-
ematical  operations  that  lead  to  the  solution  
of	 a	 certain	 problem.	 The	 mentioned	 book	
describes	mode	of	blockchain	operation,	from	
the mathematical-logical perspective. Should 
the	 reader	 be	 interested	 in	 this	 perspective,	
they could commit to studying the algorithms 
that	Wattenhofer	 thoroughly	described	 in	his	
work.
34	   
Competition is not strictly necessary in every 
blockchain  system.  For  the  particular  type  














which	will	be	verified	by	the	other	nodes	in	the	system.36 The problem is how 
to	determine	unique	data	history	in	the	decentralised	system	of	peer-to-peer	
computer network. There is no central node that would determine which data 
history	is	the	correct	one,	and	in	the	decentralised	architecture	of	computers,	
every node can create its data history. The question that arises is the question 
of	consensus37 that	 is	 essential	 for	 blockchain	 as	 this	 technology	 currently	









history	follows	the	principle	of	immutability.  By adding valid blocks to the 
chain,	the	possibility	that	a	person	tries	to	alter	data	history	diminishes.38 The 
longer	it	has	been	since	we	consensually	selected	one	and	unique	chain,	the	
more	blocks	with	valid	data	will	be	present	 in	 that	chain,	and	 the	eventual	







becomes	resistant	to	manipulative	changes,40 and it becomes harder to impose 
some other chain as the right one. 
“This	is	the	foundation	of	the	security	of	the	blockchain	and	is	the	fundamental	reason	why	a	
malicious	 node	 cannot	 propagate	 newly	 created	blocks	 that	would	otherwise	 overwrite	 (‘re-







blockchain	system	to	be	secure,	nodes	are	delivering	proof of work. The ques-
tion	is	–	why	are	they	motivated	to	do	so?
To motivate nodes to continue delivering proof of work,	there	has	to	be	some	









solving	problems	with	 the	node	payment	 instrument	fit	 perfectly	 into	 such	
projects.	By	paying	 electronic	money	 to	nodes,	 they	 are	 also	motivated	 to	
contribute	to	the	maintenance	of	the	blockchain	system	in	the	background	as	





that system they belong to. Cryptocurrencies achieve certain value that can 
be determined at the stock exchange.43	We	can	ascertain	that	the	value	is	ex-
tremely	volatile,	that	is	it	oscillates	from	day	to	day,	even	from	hour	to	hour.44 
For	most	 of	 the	 cryptocurrencies,	 the	 transactional	 data	 are	 inscribed	 to	 a	






35	   
D.	Drescher,	The Blockchain Basics,	p.	158.
36	   
Cf.	“Developer Guide”,	Bitcoin.	Available	at:	
https://bitcoin.org/en/developer-guide  (ac-
cessed	 on	 26	August	 2020).	 Cf.	 R.	 Herian,	
Regulating Blockchain,	p.	18.
37	   
Ibid.,	p.	18.
38	   
It	is	about	the	case	of	so-called	51% atack that 
represents	 one	 of	 the	 weakest	 points	 of	 the 
blockchain technology that can easily become 
the	 corruptive	 elemet	 and	 where	 the	 use	 of	
technology  could  serve  to  morally  question-
able	 intents	of	 certain	 individuals	or	 interest	
groups.
39	   
D.	Drescher,	The Blockchain Basics,	p.	177.
40	   
Cf.	 Satoshi	 Nakamoto,	 “Bitcoin:	A	 peer-to-
peer	electronic	cash	system”,	Bitcoin Project. 
Available	 at:	 https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf 
(accessed	on	16	August	2020).	
41   
Gavin	 Wood,	 “Ethereum:	 A	 secure	 decen-




42	   
D.	Drescher,	The Blockchain Basics,	p.	179.




44   
Market	capitalisation	on	20	September	2020	
at	 12:01:00	 (UTC	 +	 01:00)	 amounted	 to	
351,791,488,569	(three	hundred	fifty-one	bil-
lion,	 seven	hundred	ninety-one	million,	 four	
hundred	 eighty-eight	 thousand,	 five	 hundred	
sixty-nine)	American	 dollars,	 while	 the	 vol-
ume	of	stock-exchange	in	24	hours	at	the	same	
time	(total	value	of	all	transactions)	amounts	
to	 99,244,850,090	 (ninety-nine	 billion,	 two	








billion,	 one	 hundred	 eighty-eight	 million,	
thirty-six	 thousand,	 two	 hundred	 thirty-six)	
American	 dollars.	Available	 at:	 https://coin-





1.6. What Distinguishes Blockchain from Other Technologies
Conceptual	and	architectonical	design	of	the	blockchain  technology lies on 
seven principles.45
1)		Networked	integrity:	the	first	 principle	is	values	of	integrity	and	trust	
within the system that blockchain aims to achieve. A. Tapscott and D. 
Tapscott  will  say  that  these  values  are  inscribed  into  the blockchain 
code,	but	that	does	not	mean	that	people	are	amnestied	from	them.	On	
the	 contrary,	 if	we	 look	at	 technology	as	 a	product	of	human	 labour	
and	 intellectual	 achievement	whose	 goal	 is	 to	 facilitate	 and	 simplify	
specific	 tasks,	 then	we	 can	 acknowledge	 that	 the	 referential	 point	 of	
technology implies a human being.
2)		Distributed	 power:	 the	 second	 principle	 is	 the	 distribution	 of	 power	
within	a	network.	The	absence	of	a	central	entity	enables	everyone	to	
contribute  to  the  system  and  supervise  the  other  nodes.  Distribution  
of	power	is	mentioned	by	some	researchers	when	arguing	the	topic	of	
digital democracy.46












accomplished in the decentralised system with a presupposed minimum 
of	 trust	 towards	 all	 the	 other	 nodes.	There	 is	 a	 certain	 tension	 point	






















with great trust in people whose name and surname I am not required 
to know.50
The	most	 important	feature	of	 the	blockchain	 technology	is	 this:	 it	aims	to	
build and maintain integrity and trust within	the	decentralised	system	of	peer-
to-peer computer network with a distributed ledger (where we cannot estimate 
the	level	of	trust	in	the	other	nodes)	through	the	cryptographic	and	hash	tech-
nology.	Exclusively	 in	 this	 system,	 the	 transactional	data	being	 exchanged	
between all the nodes are available on the distributed ledger and are visible 
in	every	moment.	Although	from	the	technical	point	of	view,	this	is	ensured	
by	 the	 technological	components,	 there	still	exists	 the	non-technical	factor.	






2.  Ethical Foundations of Blockchain  
Technology – Ethical Aspect
Martin  Peterson  argues  that  it  is  crucial  to  separate  normative  and  applied  
ethics,	as	normative	ethics	aims	to	find	the	causal	justification,	while	applied	
ethics	relates	 to	specific	 situations	in	real	events.51	However,	Peterson	con-
tinues  to  develop his  theory and claims that  ethical  theories  cannot  deliver  







duct	a	51%	attack53 in the blockchain	system,	we	should	run	it	through	five	
45	   
Cf.	A.	Tapscott,	D.	Tapscott,	“The	seven	de-
sign	 principles	 of	 the	 the	 blockchain	 econo-
my”,	in:	A.	Tapscott,	D.	Tapscot,	The Block-
chain  Revolution	 [Microsoft	 Edge,	 EPUB	
format].
46	   
Carl	 Miller,	 “TEDx	 Talks:	 Digital	 Democ-
racy”,	 TedxTalks,	 YouTube	 (4	 May	 2016).	
Available	 at:	 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=FNL22RvFwn0  (accessed  on  11  
September	2020).
47	   
“…	smart	contracts	are	certainly	not	capable	
of	 supplanting	 contract	 law	 as	 we	 presently	
find	 it,	but	 the	hope	of	many	stakeholders	 is	
that	 they	soon	will.”	–	Robert	Herian,	Regu-
lating Blockchain Law,	p.	39.
48	   
Cf.	M.	Swan,	Blockchain,	p.	16.
49   
Jared	 Norton,	 Blockchain: Easiest Ultimate 
Guide To Understand Blockchain,	 Create	
Space	 Independent	 Publishing	 Platform,	
2016,	p	19.
50	   
Ibid.,	p.	20.
51	   
Martin	Peterson,	The Ethics of Technology. A 
Geometric Analysis of Five Moral Principles,	
Oxford	University	Press,	New	York	2017,	p.	
5.
52	   
Ibid.,	p.	14.















the	 quote.	 Furthermore,	 a	 description	 of	 the	 potential	 attackers	would	 fall	
within	the	domain	of	descriptive	ethics.	Since	the	development	of	the	block-
chain	technology	is	still	ongoing,	we	have	too	little	information	according	to	
which we could make a description on which we could build the potentially 
applied	ethics	for	the	blockchain.	We	are	now	in	the	domain	of	applied	ethics,	
and	we	entered	into	one	part	of	it	–	ethics	of	technology.	In	this	field,	Luciano	
Floridi devised two very interesting terms that will help us put the problem 
into context. He talks about infosphere and re-ontologising.55
Infosphere	is	a	term	formed	following	the	model	of	biosphere. It comprises 
the	 entire	 informational	 environment	 that	 consists	of	 informational	 entities	
and	their	features,	interactions,	processes	they	perform	and	mutual	connec-
tion. Floridi states that this is the concept that rapidly evolves. For this rea-






distributed within the system. He sees the solution in making humanity aware 
of	the	fact	that	it	is	the	most	liable	one	in	the	age	of	rapid	growth	of	informa-
tional-telecommunications	technology,	and	thus	he	offers	a	suggestion	in	the	





the	core	of	the	blockchain	(integrity and trust).58 The technical standard set to 
maintain	those	values	is	really	high,	and	the	evolution	of	the	entire	depends	
on	it,	also	forcing	people	to	respect	them.	It	seems	that	the	blockchain	system	




ines values in technology.60 This article is important as it deals with the values 
that	I	detected	in	the	very	core	of	blockchain	technology	(integrity and trust).
Brey talks about built-in-consequences61 that are not absolute but depend on 




nological	 entities	 in	a	 system,	 then	we	 talk	about	 the	 tendency	 to	promote	














portant	 feature	of	disclosive	computer	ethics	 lies	 in	 the	possibility	 that	 the	
moral	features	will	not	remain	opaque	and	become	more	transparent,	which	






54	   
M.	Peterson,	The Ethics of Technology,	p.	14.
55	   
Luciano	 Floridi,	 “Ethics	 after	 the	 Informa-
tion	 Revolution”,	 in:	 Luciano	 Floridi	 (ed.),	
The  Cambridge  Handbook  of  Information  
and Computer Ethics,	Cambridge	University	
Press,	New	York	2010,	pp.	3–19,	p.	6.
56	   
Ibid.,	p.	17.	When	Floridi,	in	a	wordplay,	sep-
arates the term e-nvironment,	by	the	first	letter	
“e”	refers	to	the	term	ekopoiesis.
57	   
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to	 pleasure	 and	 happiness)	 and	 consequential	 (relating	 to	 consequences	 of	























Kant also discusses the good78	and	the	importance	of	intention79 in achieving 
the good.  Kant  would state  that  moral  conceptions are a priori.80 Although 
Kant	writes	about	moral	conceptions,	he	builds	his	 research	on	 the	 idea	of	
freedom	that	is	a	precondition	of	will	from	which	good	or	bad	actions	are	sub-
sequently	derived,	according	to	the	conscience	of	every	individual	that	con-
forms	to	the	maxim	of	the	golden	rule.81 I want is overpowered by what must 
be	done,	and	with	Kant	categorical	 imperative	 takes	primacy.82  Blockchain 
technology seeks to achieve integrity and trust in the system with its values 




point	 of	 view,	 it	 is	 extremely	 important	 to	 start	 a	 discussion	 about	 values,	
especially	virtues,	and	explain	why	they	can	positively	affect	the	blockchain	
system.
In non-technical domain virtue can be characterised as a good habit83  or an 
excellent	feature	of	character.84 From general sources on virtue ethics we can 
learn	that	this	discipline	has	always	emphasised	the	importance	of	education	
on morals (beginning with Plato’s Politeia and Aristotle’s Nicomachean Eth-
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It	 carries	 its	 purpose	 inside	 itself,	 which	 is	
the	 fulfilment	 of	 duties.	 Duty	 is	 a	 necessity	
of	acting	from	respect	for	 the	law	within	us.	
For	Kant,	 the	concept	of	good	and	evil	does	
not	 have	 to	 be	 determined	 before	 the	moral	
law	(operated	by	duty),	but	only	after	 it	and	










Despite	 the	 time	passed,	Plato	 and	Aristotle	 are	particularly	 significant	 for	
virtue ethics and the blockchain phenomenon. In Politeia,	Plato	mentions	that	
only the philosophers-emperors can make a state prosperous.87  Everyone in 
the  State  prosper  when  we  distribute  the  working  roles  and  Plato  believes  
that	 there	 are	 three	 classes	 in	 every	 state:	 commercial, auxiliary and  deci-
sion	–	making.88	Therefore,	distribution	of	the	roles	in	a	state	attains	justice.	
Plato	argues	that	the	soul	has	rational,	spirited	and	desiring	part.89 To achieve 
harmony	between	the	 three	parts	of	 the	soul	also	means	 justice,	but	 in	 this	
particular	 case	–	 justice	of	 an	 individual.	 Justice	of	 an	 individual	does	not	
differ	from	a	State’s	justice	as	there	is	a	common	idea	of	perfect	justice.90 It 
is	important	to	mention	that	Plato	finds	that	all	the	attention	in	a	State	has	to	
be	focused	on	nurture	and	education.91  Plato would ascertain that no one is 
evil	by	their	choice	but	are	made	evil	by,	inter alia,	inadequate	education.92 









Aristotle greatly expanded and elaborated Plato’s doctrine. Aristotle believes 
that	a	person	is	good	when	they	act	in	a	manner	of	thoughtfulness,	and	this	
kind	of	practice	implies	the	righteous	mind.95 The righteous mind acts when 
our	deeds	are	beautiful,	and	in	order	for	them	to	be	beautiful,	we	should	ad-





but consequently also becomes good. Every person should seek the middle 
regarding	themselves,	and	what	represents	a	reasonable	middle	for	one	per-
son,	does	not	have	to	apply	to	the	other.98	However,	as	Aristotle	emphasised,	
what	an	 individual	considers	 to	be	good	for	 them	in	a	certain	moment	can	




human being.100  It  should  be  pointed  out  that  Aristotle  divided  virtues  into  
moral  virtues  and  intellectual  virtues.101	While	moral	 virtues	 refer	 to	 emo-
tions,	intention	and	action,	dianoetic	virtues	refer	to	seeking	the	truth,	that	is,	
pure knowledge.
Unlike	Kant,102	Aristotle	 does	 not	 offer	 the	 rules	 to	 follow.	 It	 is	 about	 the	















cannot	exist	separately	from	what	it	is	in,	as	holds	Aristotle.104 From the tech-
nical	aspect,	the	blockchain	will	assure	the	security	within	the	system,	but	it	
the	theoretical	cognition	of	good	and	evil.	Cf.	
I.	Kant,	The Critique of Practical Reason,	pp.	
100–118.
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Physis and techne have never been closer than in the blockchain	technology,	
that	 is,	 technical	 and	non-technical	 side	of	 technology	have	never	been	 so	
connected.105	If,	on	the	one	hand,	there	are	values	of	trust	and	integrity	that	
aim	to	achieve	security	based	on	innovative	technology,	analogously,	on	the	










of	values.	The	principle	(in	Greek)	of	gnothi seauton still applies because we 
can make blockchain technology to maintain its integrity and gain consisten-
cy over time.
3. Determining Moral Challenges of Blockchain Technology109
3.1. Positive Application of Blockchain Technology
I	indicate	several	positive	examples	of	the	application	of	blockchain	technol-
ogy	and	several	possibilities	of	its	future	use.110















Voting	 could	 also	 be	 carried	 by	 blockchain	 technology,	 from	 creating	 the	

















If	 this	 sounds	 like	 an	 implausible	 scenario,	 it	 should	 be	mentioned	 that	 in	
Estonia115	 and	Ukraine,116	 there	 are	 projects117  launched  in  both  public  and  
private sector based on blockchain technology.118
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Furthermore,	reputation	is	significant	in	the	business	world,119 and blockchain 
technology	can	greatly	 impact	 it.	For	example,	as	a	kind	of	auxiliary	 tech-
nology,	it	can	be	used	with	smart contracts whereby it is visible how many 
times certain natural or legal person did not adhere to its obligations arising 
from	the	contract,	what	could	finally	be	resolved	by	the	refund	for	the	affected	
party.120	This	is	one	of	the	examples	of	successful	functioning	of	blockchain	
technology due to its transparency.121	More	on	point,	Drescher	expresses	his	
opinion  that  blockchain  technology  will  undoubtedly  enable  more  people  
around the world to participate in the global market.122
3.2. Technical Limitations of Blockchain Technology
Jared	Norton	states	that,	although	innovative,	blockchain	technology	is	still	






























a disguised central entity that is unknown to the other nodes in the system. 
The	presumption	coming	with	the	blockchain	system	is	that	the	nodes	are	of	
good intentions or will at least become such. One way to withstand the attack 
of	an	interest	group	or	an	individual	is	the	growth	of	the	technology	itself	to	
the point where this attack will be almost impossible to execute.124	However,	
there	will	be	no	attack	if	reasonable	people	prevail	in	society.	The	reason	is	
an	“ethical	organ”	of	knowledge,	 the	power	of	contemplation	of	 the	 things	
that	are	advantageous	for	a	good	life,	the	ability	of	action	towards	reason	with	







“Rather,	 precisely	 the	 essence	 of	 technology	must	 harbor	 in	 itself	 the	 growth	 of	 the	 saving	
power.”126








coming	 to	presence	of	 truth,	 comes	 to	pass”.129  By  deduction  we  can  con-
clude:	if	we	agree	with	Heidegger,	then	this	applies	to	any	technology,	includ-










ogy  is  the  inability  to  upgrade  the  existing  technology  (meaning  primarily  
the	component	of	cryptography)	or	to	change,	that	is	to	replace	the	technical	
components.131  That  would suggest  that  the technologies that  constitute  the 
bases	of	the	blockchain have to endure as long as the blockchain	itself,	and	
this	duration	cannot	be	exactly	predicted	–	it	can	last	for	centuries.	Namely,	
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making	alterations	or	fixing	errors	in	the	system	of	blockchain technology is 
difficult,	and	that	characteristic	makes	this	technology	extremely	inflexible.132

















nology.  This  technology  is  conceptually  and  theoretically  well  conceptual-
ised.	However,	 this	 is	no	guarantee	 that	 it	will	become	absolutely	 the	best	
technology,	whether	concerning	the	 issues	 it	 is	based	on,	or	from	the	 tech-
nical-conceptual	side.	 I	have	 to	admit,	 there	are	 two	sides	 to	 the	narrative,	
but	regardless	of	 the	risks,	regardless	of	 the	concealed	dangers,	once	again	
remind	 of	Heidegger’s	 growth	 of	 saving	 power	where	 danger	 lies.	Hence,	
every	entrepreneur	will	decide	for	themselves	whether	it	 is	lucrative	or	not	







3.4. Corruptive Elements of Blockchain Technology



















and	speaking	of	the	term,	I	will	mention	Aristotle140 and the context in which 
he	uses	this	term:
“But	where	 there	 is	no	contract	for	 the	service,	people	who	offer	 it	 for	 the	sake	of	 the	other	
person,	as	we	have	said,	cannot	be	complained	about,	since	this	is	the	nature	of	friendship	based	
on	virtue.”141
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of	blockchain	algorithm,	i.e.	the	way	this	technology	functions,	a 51% attack. 
I	previously	mentioned	that	this	kind	of	manipulation	is	costly	since	it	would	
be	necessary	to	alter	the	entire	history	of	data	transaction	to	the	so-called	root	













matter.	From	 the	 technical	 aspect,	 the	attack	aims	 to	destabilise	or	destroy	
integrity	 and	 trust	within	 the	 system,	make	 it	 unsustainable	 and	ultimately	
meaningless.	Should	we	tackle	the	problem	from	the	point	of	centralisation,	
then	this	kind	of	attack	can	alter	the	architecture	of	the	system	and	introduce	
hidden	centrality.	The	key	solution	is	 to	control	 the	majority149	 in	order	for	
the	potential	attack	to	be	successful,	and	as	this	minimum	amounts	to	51%,	
this  problematic  was  named  accordingly.150	However,	 if	 an	 individual	 or	 a	
group are given an opportunity to control the technology that is  essentially 
designed	to	belong	to	the	decentralised	network,	this	is	considered	unjust.151 
If	 this	 is	unjust,	 then	it	does	not	correspond	to	justice152  that  represents the 
highest virtue.153	Subjecting	oneself	to	injustice	is	in	nobody’s	interest154 and 
according	to	A.	Tapscott	and	D.	Tapscott,	avoiding	this	kind	of	future	scenario	
is  unlikely to happen.155	Mentioned	problem,	without	any	doubt,	represents	
a challenge to the blockchain	technology.	The	only	solution	offered	so	far	is	
that	the	whole	process	will	be	too	expensive	for	the	potential	attackers	and	
that,	 for	 this	 reason,	 they	will	 abandon	 their	 plans	 before	 they	 even	 com-
menced planning.156 
3.4.2. Other Corruptive Elements
The	entrance	of	new	members	into	the	decentralised	system	of	peer-to-peer	




chain is available to everyone and gladly accepts new nodes into the system. 
In	short,	it	is	transparent.	The	transparency	principle	is	useful	because	mul-
tiple	users	can	verify	executed	 transactions,	and	 it	 is	much	easier	 to	detect	
and  correct  the  double-spending	 problem.	On	 the	 one	 hand,	 if	we	 operate	




and	 there	 is	a	possibility	of	developing	private	blockchain	systems.	At	 this	
point	of	discussion,	we	can	ask	ourselves	how	much	sense	it	makes	to	develop	






Responsibility159  can also be considered a potentially corruptive element in 
blockchain	technology.	For	example,	in	modern	transactions,	it	takes	at	least	
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cooperate. They sign an agreement and resolve possible disputes by legal ac-
tions.	 If	we	completely	 transfer	carrying	out	 transactions	 to	 the	blockchain	

















aspects	 or	 segments	 of	 this	 technology	 and	 its	 effect	 on	 the	 society	 is	 yet	
to	come.	Through	the	positive	application,	I	have	demonstrated	that	we	can	
build	significant	 and	useful	projects	based	on	blockchain,	by	respecting	the	






are	connected	 to	morals	and	come	 from	 the	digital	platform.	For	example,	
is	 it	morally	 justified	 to	 take	down	the	blockchain	system	that	archives	 the	
data	about	euthanised	people	in	a	certain	hospital?	Or,	is	it	morally	justified	








I	 am	 convinced	 that	 blockchain	 itself	will	 represent	 the	 key	 technological	
innovation	 in	 the	 future,	as	 it	was	once	 the	case	with	 the	 Internet,	or	prior	
invention	of	 television	or	 the	 radio	 receiver	and	 that	with	 time	people	will	
understand	the	benefits	 it	offers.	Despite	all	the	efforts	to	norm	the	positive	
values	 and	emphasise	 the	virtues	 through	education,	decisions	will	 still	 be	

















This	 paper	 is	 a	 small	 contribution	 to	 the	 beginnings	 of	 the	 blockchain	 re-
search,	and	I	hope	it	will	encourage	further	debates	and	analyses,	even	some	




U radu se sažeto objašnjava tehnika blockchaina i daje pregled temeljne moralne problematike 
vezane za njenu tehničku primjenu te postojeću i moguću društvenu ulogu. Tijekom istraživanja, 
etika vrlina pokazala se kao najkompatibilnija za razumijevanje i opisivanje tehničkog funda-
menta blockchaina i razmjera njegove primjene.
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Ethische Grundlagen der 
Blockchain-Technik: eine einleitende Überlegung
Zusammenfassung
In der Arbeit wird die Technik der Blockchain gerafft erklärt und ein Überblick gegeben über 
die grundlegende moralische Problematik im Zusammenhang mit ihrer technischen Anwendung 
sowie  mit  der  bestehenden  und  möglichen  gesellschaftlichen  Rolle.  Im Laufe  der  Forschung  
erwies sich die Tugendethik als die kompatibelste für die Erfassung und Beschreibung des tech-




Les fondements éthiques de la 
technique du blockchain : considérations liminaires
Résumé
Ce travail explique de manière succincte la technique du blockchain et donne un aperçu de la 
problématique morale liée à son application technique, mais également à son rôle social actuel 
et possible. Au cours de la recherche, l’éthique de la vertu s’est avérée être la plus pertinente 
pour comprendre et décrire le fondement technique du blockchain et l’étendue de son applica-
tion.
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blockchain,	technique,	éthique,	éthique	de	la	vertu,	cryptomonnaie
